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INTRODUCTION 
In choosing- my subject fell' this Lecture, I have been influenced by "evera} 
considerations and it is fitting that they should be briefly indicated, Cliw, Lonl, 
in memOl'y of whom this Lecture has been established, was essentially a naturalist 
in the good old sense of the wonl and as the lives of the Australian and Tasmanian 
aborigines were so intimately associated with the natcll'al history of their sur-
roundings, such a subject as their rcadions to this environment seemed specially 
appropriate in a MemOl'ial Lecture to him. Pnder the conditions laid down, the 
Lecture must deal with some aspcet of Tasmanian history or Tasmanian science, 
N ow I cannot elaim any special knowledge of Tasmanian nattll'al history or of 
the records of the Tasmanian natives, but these natives have again assumed 
;, position of very considerable importance in connexion with the present aboriginal 
inhabitants of the mainland of Australia, Do these latter, or do they not, show 
L1l1Y features which may indicate an admixture of Tasmanian blood? 
Amongst recent ~worke]'s, Ih', WuncIerly (H);18) maintains that there are 
chanleters in the' pl'esent Australian whicb indicate a Tasmanian admixture. 
Messrs, Birdsell ami Tindall' in a 1'eeent expedition, organi"ed by Harvanl 
University and the University of Adelaide, with the aid of a grant fi'om the 
Carneg'ie Corpol'ation of New York, have been studying the half-easte Australiali 
and Tasmanian populations, 
tralian full-bloods as welL 
Theil' study necessarily embraced data from Aus-
Theil' results have not yet b(,en published, but I 
have been privileged to read the typescl'ipt of their proposed first papel' ill 
which they bring- evidence to show that there is a very definite Tasmanoid element 
in the A tlstralian native, in those parts of Australia whieh may be looked on as 
p81'ipheral regions, One of such peripheral regions is in the Cairns district and 
another is along the southel'n coast of Australia, It is highly probable that their 
conclusions are correct, 
(,1) Purtion of the Clive I,on} Memotlal LCctul'e, IH~~). 
(1) 
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If it is true that there is an admixture of Tasmanian type in the Austra-
lian native, then the study of the ecology of the latter has a very intinlate 
relationship with Tasmania. Tn the Southern and Central Australian native we 
may see traits manifested which are derived from their Tasmanian ancestry, 
and their methods of pl'Ocul'ing a living may be in many points similar to those 
of the recent Tasmanians as of the fo]'el'unners of these who dwelt in Australia. 
Having had a number of opportunities for studying the natives of the 
intet'iOl' of South Australia and of Central Australia in theil' natural surroundings, 
J propose to lay before you some of the results and experiences of these expedi-· 
tions, having in view more particularly how such can be applied to the native 
inhabitants of Tasmania. 
I cannot resist intl'oducing h(.,1'e the description given by La Billanliel'c 
(l'ide Ling Roth, 1890) in 17~)2 of his meeting with the inhabitants of V,l.H 
Diemen's Land to compare it with a recent experience in the Musgrave Ranges 
of South Australia. So similar was the behaviour of the natives in each instance 
that one is almost tempted to suggest that it was mOl'e than a mere coincidence, 
such as might happen with any group of indigenes, and that it was based on 
a natural disposition inherited from a common ancestry. La Billardiel'e had met 
with a party of natives who then accompanied him for some distance. 
'The attentions lavished on us by these savages astonished us. If our 
path were interrupted by heaps of dry branches, some of them walked 
befOl'e and removed them on either side: they even broke off such as 
stl'etched across our way from the trees that had fallen down. IVe 
could not walk 011 the dry grass without slipping evel'y moment; but 
these good savages, to pI'event our falling, took hold of us by the ann 
and thus supported us. They eontinued to bestow on us these marks 
of kindness: nay, they frequently stationed themselves, one on each side, 
to support us the better.' 
A year or so ago, now nearly 150 years aftel' the above incident, Sir Stanton 
Hicks was engaged in carrying out at Ernabella some physiological observations 
on Australian natives living under natural conditions in the Musgrave Ranges 
in the extreme north-west of South Australia. Professor Goldby was with him 
and, this being the first experience with unsophisticated natives, Sir Stanton was 
anxious for him to see if possible a corroboree. At dusk one evening, after the 
day's work, they walked over to the natives' camp and were met by the old men. 
One of the leaders, anticipating the request they were about to make, asked 
them if they would like to see one of these ceremonies. Nodding their appreciation 
of this otfer, fire-sticks were quiekly got ready and the party moved off in 
the direction 01' the ceremonial ground. As the Europeans stumbled along, trying-
to avoid boulders and fallen branches and the debris that collects at the foot 
of these mountains, the younger men, most of whom could not speak English, held 
their fire-brands so as to light the difficult way as fal' as possible, tm'ne.d asid{' 
the flexible branches in their path and broke off the dry ones, and even moved 
stone" aside. Then in one place, where the light was particularly dim alld a 
boulder lay ill the way, Sir Stanton felt something tugging at his feet and 
discovt'I'l'l1 that this was a native lifting hi.s leg off the ground to place it in a 
crevice of the rock to prevent his slipping! 
HUMAN ECOLOGY 
Ecology has been defined as 'that branch of biolugy dealing with living 
organisms' habits, modes of life and l'eacti()n~ to their SLll'l'otmdings.' lYe can 
g:o further, however, and ~ay that the ecology, for instance. of the' aboriginal 
inhabitants of Southern Au",tl'alia and Tasmania, compl'lses not only all aspects 
of their J'eaetion to their sUJ'l'onndings but also th,,· reactions of their sUlToundings 
to them. 
In studying the ecology of any race of human beings, the following factors 
wilI aU have to be considered. First, their capacity, mental and physical, to do 
this and that. Secondly, the nature of the sUl'l'oundings. In the course of time, 
a third factor may come in and that is the capacity to meet changes in environment. 
Man has been singularly successful in his evolutionary ascent for two reasons. 
First, in his bodily make-up he has never become unduly specialized in any 
important direction. Secondly, man's brain has so developed that he haH in many 
ways mastered his environment and is now to some extent independent of it. 
I do not propose to dwell OJ] the mental and physical capacities of the natives 
of Tasmania and Australia. The few tools used by the Tasmanians and the 
primitive nature of these tools indicate that these people were not particularly 
inventive or ingenious. But then in any European community quite a number 
of people lack mechanical ingenuity though they may quite readily employ devices 
invented by others. Moreover such people may possess othel' mental qualities 
of a high order. What seems to have been lacking in the Tasmanians who 
were few in numbers were men of genius outstripping their fellows in inventions 
which, once discovered, could become common propedy. One might infer that 
the Tasmanians did not advance far because the mutations amongst them that 
produce individuals of superior mental attainments did not unfortlmately take 
the form of mechanical geniuses, at least of mechanical geniuses who could 
take the oceasiol1s presented to them by the hand and lead on to higher 
things. The Australian, on the other hand, was more inventive with 
his boomerangs and spear-throwers, and there is no doubt, from his 
large vocabularies, the construction of his language, his mytholog'Y, 
his explanations of natuntl phenomena and so on, that he possessed a mental 
make-up of quite a high order. Obviously intermixture of races should facilitate 
the variety of advantageous mutations that might be expected, for each race 
wHl tend to vary along its own particular lines and with the intermixture all these 
are pooled. Once a discovel'y is made, many can use it who could not have invented 
it. Perhaps one 1'ea80n why the present day Australian native seems to have 
been superior to the Tasmanian is, as seems now probable according to Birdsell 
and Tindale, that he is a mixture of Tasmanian with two or perhaps thl'ee othel' 
c;tl'ains as welL The Tasmanians and Australians were clearly physically capable 
of doing all that EU!'opeans ean do, as witness the excellent work done by those who 
came under white influence. The mental make-up of the Tasmanians probably was 
deficient in mutations useful to them in their sUlToundings, but it was in S0111e 
directions, such as observatiolls in natural history and tnlcking, of a high oydel'. 
Discussion of the second JactoT', the nature of their surroundings, will occupy 
most of what I have to say. It may be as well, however, herQ to' dispose of the 
rl1ird factOl', the capacity to chang'e with changing envinmment The <lllpeanmce 
of' a hostile race is a factor of SU]ll'eme importance' in this eonncxion. The 
autochthones may have to fight these, or may amalgamate with them t.o a gTeat.er 
or les,; extent, or may get driven into less desirable regions where cOlldition~ are nIOI'(' 
difficult and fresh experience has to be gained. The Tasmanians probably were 
dl'iven before the invadpl's, amalgamating with them to some extent, probably 
throug'h captured women, along the lines of junction. Those that reached Tas-
mania were relatively secure. Still another aspect has to be considered. The 
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blood groups found, only A and 0, indicate that the Australian native must have 
occupied this continent for a very long' per'iod of time, It is probable that, dlll'lng' 
this, great changes in tlw vl'getation have oeeul'l'ed and that a l'iehel' fauna and 
flora were present in the interio[, of Australia in these early days, Man ]nay 
have had to modify his activities in many ways as the difficulties in securing' food 
increased with inn'easing aridity, His existem,e to-d.ay show,; that he ovel'C'l.Il1( 
thl'se difficulties successfully, 
TllF~ ENVIRONMENT IN \VHIeR THlc NATIVE INHABITANTS OF' AVSTRALlA AND 
TASMANIA FOUND THEMSELVI,S 
The first and most important eLolog;icaj factors for all I'acps of mankind an' 
necccssarijy food and water. Under primitivl' conditions, when much time musl-
be consumed in procuring; the necessary food, other aspects of the ecology sink 
into comparativt' illsignifi<:ance, It is only latt'l' in man's clevelopmlmt that. 
g'ccog;raphical features, apart. from food supply, play a prominent part as ill 
tJ'ade, It thus comes about that our chief subjed under this heading deals with 
the food available to these people and the means they adopted to secure it when 
it was difficult to eome by, 
J, W. Bews (1935) has classified mankind in somewhat ascending order into 
the Food Gatherers, the Plant Cultivators, and the Herdsmen and PastOl'al Nomads 
before we come to the differential activities of highly civilized man, Both the 
Tasmanians and the Australians belong to the first and most primitive category, 
that of the Food Gatherers, without any evidence at all of any tendency to pass 
into the more evolved types, Is their position on the lowest rungs of the human 
evolutionary ladder purely the l'esult of their mental capacity not having af; yel: 
progressed sufficiently far for them to have reached a higher stage, or is this 
failure to devf>]0p in part at least due to the environment in which they found 
themselves? 
N ow the mainland of Australia and Tasmania are singularly devoid of 
edible plants that might lend themselves to plant eultivation, and of animals 
that could be domestieated so as to develop a race of Herdsmen and Pastoral 
Nomads, 
Though European settlement has now been in existence in Australia for 
over 150 years, not a single species of plant, with one or two trifling exceptions, 
has been taken into cultivation as a food plant, TLll'ning to animal sources of 
food, there is no mammal that could be a source of milk, and the natural pastllres 
would be a much more suitable field for the multiplication of' kangaroos and 
wallabies than any process of domestication and eontrol coulc! be. In other words. 
the Tasmanian and Australian natives reaehed a land that gave them no oppor-
tunity whatever to practise the aI'ts of plant cultivation or of animal husbandry, 
even had they possessed a knowledge of such before their an'ivaI. 
\Ve are, therefore, in the position to say that, when man reached Australia 
in those far-off days, he reached a land highly unsuited for the developnwnt 
uJ) i11itio of a race of Plant Cultivators or one of Herdsmen and Pastoral Nomads, 
and equally unsuitable for the continuance of such practices had they been acquired 
elsewhere, unless he had brought with him the necessary plant seeds or mots and 
the appropriate dome:o;tic animals, 
Moreover, when they did arrive in the northern coasts of Australia, as 
castaways or as coastal voyagers, or by a now submerged land bridge, whatever 
may have been their former status they became Food Gatherers as soon as the 
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~,mall supply of food they brought with them occam", exhausted. On ~lJ{:h an 
inhospitable coast, aJI theil' ('nerg'jes would be nceessal'ily dil'eeted to an ineessant 
daily search for something to eat. Loeal supplies b"ing soon exhausted, thf'Y had 
to move ful'lhel' af1E'ld and no time could have been spat'cd to stay in onE' place 
and await the growth of any set'd they had plant,,!!. 
Thus Food and "Vater at once became tbe primary 
else sank, tempol'al'iJy at kast, into insig'niticance. 
environment frorn this point of view, 
Foods 
factol'S in their Ecology. All 
Let us fIrst considel' thf,i L' 
Ling Roth (1 SUO) and Brough Smyth (11'78) give fllll accounts of t.he known 
and possible foods of th" Tasmanian nativps, whilst many have written on those 
of the Austl'alians. Tim!; does not permit me to consider theSe in any (!etaiL I 
shall merely give a few examples where the collecting of food has unusual ecological 
relationships OI' where its preparation may have values whieh at first sight might 
pass unnotieed. 
G)'oil/B, Of th'e fifty species of Tasmanian grasses given by Leonard Rodway 
(1903) not a single one of them would be likely to yield grain that could be collected 
in any quantity, winnowed and ground for Jood. The same remarks apply to HlP 
temperate southern parts of A ust]'alia and probably to its ('astern coast. These 
are not the regions to)' grain production. Ii' the Tasmanians during their wandel'" 
ings had become acquainted with the use of these gTains-~and doubLless they 
had, in parts of .A ustl'aJia-such knowledge was of no fUl'tht'l' use to them in 
Tasmania. On the othe1' hand, grasses, differing almost entirely specifically from 
those in the southern parts, are abundant in the drier interior and some of 
tbese, sneh as several species of panic-grasses, yield a suitable seed. 
The gntins ,hom grasse's and the minute seeds obtained fl'om sLlch plants 
as species of Chenopodium are collected in variolls ways, Some, such as thE 
seeds of Portulaca a/crace(£', (the munyeroo), are obtained by pulling up the plants 
and placing them on a rock smofaee when the uppe]' part 01' the capsules CDmp 
apart:, set.ting i\'ee the' minute black seeds which then can b(; swept togethel' and 
transferred to a coolamon fOJ' winnowing. The grass seeds may be gathered by 
hand, but at Macdonald Downs in Central Australia, we were witnesses of a 
very interesting method oJ collecting, The panic-g)'ass had b(!en growing' on an 
(Oxtensiveflat aftel' the summp]' rains; the grass had become much dried up and 
beaten down. The gl'ass seeds, however, had been collected together by small 
blade ants and arrangerl ill heaps round the entrances t.o their nests, To these 
the native women immediately made theil' way aIlfl filkd their eoolamons oj' dishes 
in a very short time with a mixture 01' grain, ehaff, sand, dust and debris, A hole 
about one foot ill depth was dug witi1 a digging shek in th., gnmnd at the base of 
rnulga tree. Into this the contents of the cooJamol1 ,'Jere thrown and the native 
woman then stepped in and de"husked the grain by twisting and turning with be'l' 
feet, meanwhile supporting' herself in part by holding on to the mu!g'a trpe (Plate 1, 
tI,g. 2). This, of course, added much more dirt to the mixture w111eh was IlClW 
taken out and rocked in the coolamon up and down and to and i'ro, handfulls being 
taken up from time to time and let drop, blowing away somE' of t.he chaff and 
dust. By means of t.hese interesting and complicated movernents the grain wa" 
rapidly separated from Uw chaff and sand and foreign partieles so that, aided 
by skilful movements of the hand, a sufllcieney 01' grain was soon collected fit 
for grinding, The grinding was done between two stones, the upper one held in 
the hand and the grain being in a groove in the larger lower one. A little water 
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was added as the g'l'inding proceeded. The paste, when ready, was poured into 
a spaee ill the hot ashes. Sevenll glowing sticks were now suspende(l over the 
upper sm-t"aee of the damper, these being so laid as to form by their heat a proteetiVf~ 
film on the surface. As soon as this was sufllciently finn the ashes were heaped over 
so as to eover the damper eompletely. 
OIW of the most interesting ecological assoeiations was witnessed by Ill". 
Hackett and Mr. Tindale south of the Musgrave Rang·es. Dps01-t eUl'rajong seeds 
we'l"e collected b~' the natives in numbers around the rock holes in the Ranges. 
The desert cUlTajong IBn7chychitOil Gregorii) gl'OWS well out in the sandy country 
to the· south. Crows feed readily on thc softE']" tissue sUlToLmding the seeds, 
swallowing- th(e seeds as w(,]!. The crows make back to watel'ing places and there 
discharg-e the seeds in sutlicient abundance for them to be collected by the nab ves 
and gTOLlIld betvveen stones to form a meal. 
Elijah being fed by the ravens. 
One is remindl,d strikingly of 
AnilJ/ol Foods. Time clcws not permit of considering in any detail the aninlal 
foods lIsed or the methocls employed in obtaining them, important though they 
be in theil' ecological relationships. Mammals and birds and birds' eggs fOl"med a 
most impOl-lant part of the food of both races. The natives of the 'Varbm·ton 
Hanges in 'Westpl'n Austndia, when a large kangaroo has t.o be earried on the 
head any distance, make a small incision in the abdomen with a sharp stone, 
take out some coils of intestine, skewer up the opening with a piece of ptick, and 
then truss up the carcass with its limbs and tail into a compact burden us in(~ 
as thongs tht~ intestines after rolling them in the dm;t. The hail' is sing'eel 
off and the car-eass partly buried in and partly covered by hot ashes. In this 
way aU the natural juices with their containing salts are retained and much 
relisht,d. Sueh ('arcass is rapidly eut up with a stone implement fastened 
a gummy substance to thp ('nil of a spe,u··thl"ower. Each person has his allotted 
share, depending on tribal relationships, The bones are smashed open and the 
maJTOW and pounded bone eaten, the latter helping to maintain the p,uppl~' (If 
phosphates and calciurn. 
The Tasmanians, :Em:' :';0111e unknown reason, did not eat fi,~h, but m;"c] shell-
fish. The Australians utilized (wery possihle souree of animal food. The Tas-
manians relished the large white grubs found in dead and dying trees and the> 
eggs of large ants. These large grubs, the Jarvce of beetles 01' moths, known as 
, witchitty' grubs or 'bardi' amongst the Australiam;, '.vere equally relished by 
tlw latter.. In addition the mainland natives ate h'l"p seales, eoeeid secretions 
from the mulga ('mulga sugar'), large female coeeicls (Apiorn01'7lhr{?) in apple·· 
~ized g-all:, on eucalypts, termites at the time of swarming', the honey of the honey·. 
ant and other inspets and il1seet products. 
Ifortcy. Svv(:et .substances rnUSL have been lacldng' in the diet of both the Tas-
rnanians and the A .. Dstralians, Various pb:{ntH, 2uc:h as IIakeas~ Banksias and 
Grevillpa.s, often yield abundant honey when the racemes f!owerc; arE' drawn 
throug'h the rnouth. The blos;::_)onls of Ereu10phjlas Tna~y he :-:Juekf~d. Fibre 
the LiJjaeeous [)irFilclla, ,n-:vuluta rnay be. rolled up in the hand (i,nd thpn dra \,/11 
up over tbe flower:; the Gruss-tree (Xanth(y)"yf1Oca) , the honey adhering 
to thE> i11H'c;·:,.. The Jtustl'8Jian native be-es are sting-less and native honeycornb 
is a goreat deIir:aey to the natives of Central Australia. At MacDonald Downs we 
were shu .. vn the method, which proved unusually intere8ting, of detecting' th" 
presence nearby of a native bees' nest. When we had reaehed a likely loeality 
the natiires, instead of looking; up in the trees t.o see the hees possibly entering 
or d(>parting,'~ got d()\.vn ()n their knees and beg'an searching: nlinutely arnong;st 
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the sand and particles on the relatively bare earth (Plate I, fig. 1). Soon they 
were rewarded by finding several very minute, dark particles which had been 
carried away by the bees from the proximity of their nest and dropped. As 
it was now certain that thel'e waR a bees' nest in the neighbourhood, likely 
trees were tapped to see if they were hollow and, if necessary, these were climbed, 
until finally the one harbouring the comb was cJjseovered. After ehopping open 
the hollow a piece of bark was knocked off a neighbouring projection on the 
tree to form a receptaeJe into which the honeyeomb and entangled bees were 
placed by the native before he descended, According to tribal custom all those 
present shared equally in the repast, 
The bees that supply honey in any quantity sufficient to be an artiele of food 
for man belong to the family Apidae, embracing the Social Bee" or Honey Bees. 
Tillyanl (H)26) states that all the nine Australian species of this family belong 
to the genus Trigona, very snuLll bees devoid of stings. These bees build ill 
hollows of trees, Rayment adds a single species of the genus Apis. (A, aenigmntica) 
found by him in GipPilland, wbich built thn>e tiny combs the size of the palm 
of one's hand in the open on a verandah. The honey supplies of the A1IRtl'alian 
natives were obtained from species of Trigona. Round Brisbane, Hockings (1884) 
gives the native name for T. CctSsl:ae Ckll. as 'kootchal" and that 1'01' T. ca.rbOlwrin 
Smith as 'keelar' or 'karbi', Tillyan] says that the commonest species T. 
c([l'bo1/m·ia is found 'almost everywhere' (i.e. in Australia), but Raynwnt says 
our speeies of the genus are confined to the warm north, T. cwl'i)onnrin being found 
as far south as Sydney. Ling R.oth (l8BO) does not mention honey as oue of the 
foocls used by the natives of Tasmania, bn1: Bl'oug:h Smyth (1878) says' they climbed 
trees . , . to procure honey, the wonwn carrying with them grass haskets in which 
they placed their spoil.' The honey-b,,;e, Api8m.elli/errt 10, was introdueed into 
Australia in 1822 and probably was taken to Tasmania not much later, Brough 
Smyth's reference therefore possibly may apply to this introduction, though 
one could hardly imag'ine an unprotected native attl'mpting to l'oh the nest of thL'l 
bee. If a native bee, to what genus does it belong? According to Rayment, it 
,;hould not be a species of Trigona, Is it anotheT species of Apis'? Are specimens 
of the bees and their comb available'! 
The species we met with in Central AuslTalia was almost eel'tainly a Trigon(/.. 
\\That is the nature of the small particles le:ft b~' thE: bees at a distance of many 
yards from the site of their eomb and ,;eal'ched for on the ground by the 
natives? These are about 1 .mm, in size, irregularly sphel'ieal wit.h a mulbelTy-like 
surfaCe' and very dark, al!T,osi; black, in colour, t have five of these but do 
not like to ".a(Orifice any for a possible i«(entiJieation by chemical analysis, Theil' 
appearanc:C' suggests that they may be l'esiuou~. '\h.W omcrsley thinks it likely 
that. they are particles ,x[ propojis, the c{>ment-material u:"ed by the bees, But 
this is valuable and is not likdy to be earri(,{l away to some distance f1'0111 the 
ne;5t. The \vol'kers of Trigona are snlall bees only L1 to G nln1. long', so theil' 
individual excreta Gould hardly be in diameter a quarter to a sixth of their length, 
Hov\/ever, ~Rayrnent (lH:35} ~ays there js ahvays a busy tl'allie frolH the nest earrying 
out round, flat eakes of brown eX('1'ement, whieh is held by the mandibles and 
tucked in well under the heart Perhaps the material is a mass of excreta cemented 
together by propolis. 
Waic)'. \Vater for drinkillg: is, obviously, an essential in the eeological sur-
l"ouIHhngs of rnan. IVlan, how(~vel'~ differs :£'1'0111 other a.nin1a.1s in that, through hif5 
mental equipnwnt and ingenuity, he can overcome an environment unfavourable 
to him in thb respect and ('any wate)' with him ill natural or ~il'tificjal l'peeptacles, 
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He may also obtain water fl"(lln unexpected "OUI'('es or eOJF ('I've the sup piS' h,'. 
has already imbibed, 
The Tasmanian native ean rarely have fell. the lack of water Jo\' drinking 
purposes in '~'asmania, As his ancestors probahly had inhabited the drim' parts 
of Australia, it is of interest to consider the ways rlevis('(l by the Austl'alian 
aborigines 1'01' supplenwnting their supplips of wah"" Neither the Tasmanian 
nor the, Austntlian poss('sscci receptacles capable of transporting water over long 
distances, The Tasmanian made use of the bladders of {I'nc 1f,s, or utili~ed shells, 
bark, and skulls as receptacles for carrying wate]' to the plaCe, of eating, The 
Australian uses wooden {litchis 1'01' a similar PllJ'JlOse, frequently sprinkling a few 
leaves on the top Co lessen the liability to spill. Baler shells are Llsed ,dong' tll£' 
northern coasts, III the drier pans of Australia, the question of a watpl' supply 
may often far outweigh t1w importance of food, though the two ]'eact on Q.nch 
othel'. The native can only search for food within a l'easonable distance of 
water. Food supplies are soon exhausted in any locality, and the nomad lYlUS]: 
then mal,e for another place where water is to be found, where the process is 
repeated, During the course of a year, a regular round of' watpl'ing places 
with theil' supplies of food arc visited, all within the tribal area, In times 
of drought, water may become scarce, and any possible tempol'al'y substitute 
may have to be employed, Spencer and Gillen (1912) describe the fl'og Cheil'olcjJtc8 
Tilutyc(,)Jlwliw and thl'ee other speci,'s, as swelling' up with imbibed watel' afte,' 
rains, Then when th" rains aJ'e ovel', tht,y aestivate in a chamber in the mud, 
Such buried frogs the natives can locate, and by. compressing the urinary bladdel' 
can obtain water which is quite fresh and pm'(', The Needle Bush (Hnken lelfcojilcm) 
is extensively distributee! in the north of South Australia, It has long roots 
running supel'ficially which can be n,adily exposed and pullNI up, If CLlt aCi'OSS 
in short lengths and stood llpl'ig:ht in a pitchi, wate]' will (lJ'ip ont or the pores in 
drinkable amounts, 
In the dl'iel' mallee al'eas of Southern A llstl'alia an abundant supply d 
excellent water can bp obtained from sevenll species of these eucalypLs, Travelling 
1100th from Oolelca ,lVe!' a stretch of a hunch'eel miles without any surface water~, 
the natives successfully (TOSS this dr~c stage by relying on this source, Wate]' 
in various quantities can he obtained fl'om the superficially radiat.ing roots of a 
Humbler of eucalypt, even in ~ll'eas such as .Encountcl' Bay in South A nsiTaJia 
vvhere the rainfall is ovel' 20 inches, IVe have seen it obtained in most quantity 
fronl Eucalyptus f,'(w8colI.tineldoh'5, perhaps only a variety of E1icaZYP!/'(8 OiCOI<a., 
Radiating from the butt for 80 01' 40 feet or mOI'e are rounded mots up to an 
inch or mol'(' in diameter. The,,,,, near the butt at least, have JJO rootlets and 
run an almost stnlight eOllJ'S<' outwards, They llre only an inch 01' so bplow 
tllP sUl'faee of the more OJ' less sandy soil and can he readily pulled up in lengths 
of many feel.. They al'e relatively brittle and on examination consist almost 
entirely within the laye]' of ha.t'lc of closely set tubes just visible to the naked 
eye, Broken into lengths and hdd vel,tically aloft over the mouth oj' on end 
in a receptacle, \v:::tt.er drips l'J'{~el;i, sOInetirnes aln10st in a strean1, 'lINhilst by 
blowing at the upper end it gushes and hubbIes forth from below, Evidently 
by its distant ramiflcationfi and terminal l'Ootlets, moistun' ill the sandy soil 
ft'om even the slightest ]'aill and perhaps from dew fallen from surrounding 
shrubs is retrieved and passed into the tulws in the bigger ]'oots, 
Mr. H, A.Dadswell, of the Division of Forests Products, C,S,l.R, Melbourne, 
has kindly examined TO!' me specimens of watel'-bearing roots from EucuiyptUN 
TTansconf"inelliaiis and Hukl'(I /CI!C('pfc},(1 fnJlll Ooldea and [mIn E, fas(;icn/o8u from 
J. g. CIELA:'in 
Encountel' Bay. Cross sections of each \vere 
tion, and, after making meaSlll'ements over the 
ppl'eentage available pore CU'(:·<l pel' sq. '111nl. 
prep.ai.·~:d 101' H1icn:n;;copic exarnina-
a1'('a of the j'oot, the average 
of ai'pC! was determined. For E. 
h'UJI_8C(H1Jin,cnt((Z'is, a sl11all root 5·5 1l1HL in diatnetel' gave an average of ~-~2·;; p(~r 
cent (Plate lJ), a medium-sized root of 22 mm,:l .r, pel' cent, and ci large root 
of 27 111m. :\:1·5 )leI' cent. A root of fl. /eueo]ltr 1'[/ 15 mm. in diamdel' gave an 
average of :14·5 pC'l' cent, and one of E. fn!<cit.'uios(l 1:3 mm. in diametel' 27·2 
per cent. 
In discussing these n~sults he wl'ites: 'If take the medium-sized root of 
E. tnmscolltincnialis and assume that a length 100 cm. was available, then 
the available ft'ee vessel space (neglecting the small cpntral al'ea) would be able 
to hold appl'oximately 120 C.c. of liquiri'. Tim" a root a little less than an 
ineh in diameter and a little more than a yard long could hold about 4 ()zs. of 
liquid. Again a l'oot :J() feet long and an inch in diametcl' could hold abou1 
94 cubje inches of water, Thus about :l of these roots could supply a gallon 
of water if all the fluid eould be expelled. This however would not be the case 
on account of eapillary attraction. 
Maga)'cy (1895) has g'iven a full account of the sources of water available 
to the Australian native and of the indications of the likelihood of the presence 
of surfaee watel'S. The sources include rock-holes, soaks, natural hollows in 
trees, succulent plants and dew ('.ollected sometimes by a sponge-like handful 
of fibl'e. Open rock holes may be pt'otected from evaporation 01' contamination 
by covel'ings, Certain birds are a sure indication of the proximity of water 
as are the natives themselves, though in this case the supply may not neces-
sarily be an open one. 
Adornment of the Person 
AdOl'nment of' the person is an essentially human tl'ait. It may take the shape 
of mutilations, dressing of the hai)" clothing apart from, or in addition to, its 
protective qualities, the use of necklaces, rings and t1owel's, and the employment 
of pigments, including tattooing and fats, As examples of mutilations may be 
mentioned cheloid scars, amputating a digit anc\('utting' the hail' or shaving it 
off 01' epilating it, The knocking' out of' one or more teeth probably had, liJ.w 
cil'eumci~ion and subincision, a dc-ever significance,. though this may have been 
lost in some eases as in the Musgrave Ranges in South Australia. 
I am not awal'e of any records of other mammals or birds ado)'ning t.hemsdves 
under natural conditions. Howevel', Pl'ofessor Ag:ar has kindly g1ven m(' 
reference to a most interesting account given Kohler (1025). He describes 
how hi~'; chill1panzees -\Vel'e fond of hang·jng ropes, t\vigs., rags, &c., ovel' their DPcks, 
shouldeI's or ears. He says ' No observer can escape th<, impn;ssiol1 that ... th,~ 
objects hanging about the body serve tlw function of u.dO)'umeni in th,· v.riflesi, 
sense, The tl'oUing .. about of tlw apes with hanging round them . , . 
seerns to give then) a naive ptPastH'p, N-atul'uHy can scarcely aSSllll1e that 
apes have a visual irnagf! of what they look like when dressed up like thiel, and 
have never observed their frequent use of reileding' surfaces as ill any way 
connected with their adornment; but it is very ji!wly that [n·jmitive adornment like 
this takes no aeeount of external c,ffect-·J do give the chimpanzees credit 
for that-but is based entirely on the extraordinary iwi,qhl.ened bodily COIiSCiUlJ/lJ11'/lS 
of the al//inuil'. 
The natives of Tasmania and of Australia took pains to produee cheloid 
sears by making incisions which were kept open until granulation tissue had 
been produced from which the dense scar tissue was derived. The hair of the 
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A u~tl'alian sometimes appears a5 ringlets plastered with grease and mud or rnay 
be ClI'l'anged in a chignon 01' bun around an artificial core (Plate I, fig, 4), The 
Tasmanians, ac~onling to ,L B. Walker (19J 4, p. 238), wore necklaces of shells 
EtnU1g on twisted kangaroo sinews dyed with red ochre; by treating the shells 
by burning grass over wood c~mbers, thus producing pyroligneous acid (acE> bc 
acid), their outer coverings Wel'e removed exposing a surfaee that yielded prisma tie 
('olours. The Australian native uses hair-string;, made from human, wallaby, 
wombat and other sources for various purposes and often as a band around 
the forehead undel'which the tlowers of Cassias and other plants may he 
tucked. Girls ane! young women may insert the tips of slender locks of hair 
into the capsules or buds o:f EueaJypts giving quite a pieturesque appearance' 
as they dangle (Plate I, fig. 3). 
Peron (1809, p. U)6) gives a graphic account of his meeting' with a group of 
Tasmanian women. These' with the exception of some :few who had the "kin of 
a kangaroo over their shoulders, were all entirely naked . " Their hlack skill 
disgustingly greased with the fat of the sea-wolf, their short woolly hair, which 
was black and dirty, and which some of them had powdered with red ochre; their 
tigure besmeared with the dust of charcoal; their shape generally lean and 
shrivelled ... in a word, all the particulars of their natural constitution were 
in the highest degree disgusting '. 
Hed ochre, yellow ochre and white earthy pigments are extensively employed 
amongst the Austrajian natives, either in the shape of definite designs or some-
times applied indiscriminately. Charcoal also may be used, as it was by the 
Tasmanians, In the central parts of Australia there is to be found a stalked 
puff-ball, Poda.;x:on lJi8tillari8, the stalk of which is surmounted by a fusiform 
fruiting body. The exope1'idium ean readily be removed from this like a 
from the finger, leaving behind a dark purplish-fuseous mass of spores. Holding 
the base of the stalk in his hand the native may apply this purplish mass liberany 
to the eheeks and nose much as face powder is employed by Europeans; in both 
cases a 'flesh-coloured' tint is applied. 
The down of birds lends itself to decorative purposes, especially that of the 
ea.gle. It is extensively used fur ceremonial purposes being stuck on to the body 
hy means of the sticky serum that exudes from the dotting of human blood. To 
obtain this blood, the men readily onen the vein" of the arm by means of a short 
longitudinal incision with a shap pointed piece of 8to11e, often prepared on the 
spot. Recently at Ooldea some of the younger men were wearing long feathers, 
fuch as those of the bmstanl or native turkey, tucked iIlto the hair arranged as 
a chignon. 'These plnmeswaving about had (jlJite a pictm'esque effect. Other 
instancNi of adoTnmc'llt (:onsj~·'t or plaeing stieks through a pr;r]'oration in 
septum of the nose (Plate l. iig. 4), and often flowenl may be inserted in lhh 
vIray. 
Adhesive Substances 
j\dhesive substanees ver;," Ob-'lious, inlpOl'tance to prirnitive peGples. 
ThpIl< non-use. rnay n~lea.ll thaJ their practical applica,tions have nnt been 
lealized or that the requisite are not available. The sticky serum 
from clotted blood mentioned dsevy]wre as being LHwd for applying eagle down 
to th" surface of the body or to materials used Jor eeremonial purposes. The 
adhesive suhstancoes, ho\vev('1', \Nhieh chiefly concern us al'e those employed in 
making or haJting WeapONi' and tools. In the eentrai parts of Australia various 
g;nmmy and t'esinons substances are in general employment for fixing' stone flakes 
at, for instance, one end of a spear-thrower to form a small adze, or for the 
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purpose (>f helping to fix an axe head on a deft stick, or to support wallaby tcndons 
in attaching the s}war point to the end of a long light shaft, and for other similar 
pm' poses. Oue of the best and most abundant "onnces of this kind of substance 
is a species of poreupine grass (T riodia) , the plant referred to by explorers 
llsually as 'spinifex', Most of the T:·jodias have a resinous material between 
and around the bases of the' leaves. This is, in some species, so sticky that 
occasionally birds may lose feathel's from coming in eontaet with it, It also 
g;ives rise to a fit'l'ce flame when tbe port:upine grass is burnt. Considerable 
quantities can be coJleded by the natives and made int.o flat cakes of a dark 
colmw. These can be, l'eadily melted and soon set firmly again. 
On the Dianmntina we were sm'pI'ised to find that mindry gum was obtained 
from the roots of Lcscheno,uUiu. di·ua.·J·iclI.to" one of the Goodeniaccae, Gum from 
JifYOjJOi·UFII. plat!!clt1"))UFJ) (Fal;.;p Sandalwood) and hom grass-trees (XanthOl'r-lwea) 
are also employed in more southpl'l1 parts, but tllPse materials seem more brittle 
and less useful. There seems no evidenee of the employment of such adhesive 
,;ubstanees by the Tasmanian natives, This is probably due to the absenee of 
suitable materiaL Though grass-tree gum is used on the rnainland, it does 
not seem very successful, and its use there may have been merely an attempt 
at copying the more successful gum substances of the interior. I cannot recall 
any other vegetable product in Tasmania that would be likely to lend itself for 
this purpose, 
THE N A1'IVE'S CONTROL OF HIS ENVIRONMENT 
A litth~ consideration will show that the natives of Tasmania am! Australia 
exercised but little influence over their environment, whilst more advanced raees 
eontrolled their sUlToundings by clearing forest lands and planting crops, by 
g:rowing :f'l'uit-trees and vegetables and domesticating useful animals. In geeat 
part our nativl:s, through no fault of t.heir own, did none of these. Though the 
control of their food supply by cultivation was negligible and the breeding; of 
useful animals non-existent, they were Twvertheless under thefiJ'J11 conviction 
that by increase ceremonies and tabus they were actually in control of these 
supplies and able t.o affect their abundance, 
Control of Temperature 
The most interest.ing aspect of his control of his enVirOI1Tnent is, however, seell 
in the ways he overcame the effect.s of low temperatures mId secured for himself 
a sufficiency of warmth in cold weather. We therefore have to eonsider his 
control of the temperature to servp his ends or even to make continued existenee 
possible, 
Clinlate is natura.Ily one of the rr!w;t irnpol'tant ecological agents affeeting 
man, as also other animals and plan1:s. vVhen in the course of evolution, various 
vertebrates emerged ll'om the watc'l'S in which their aneestor~ had developed, they 
overcame the difficulty in ehallgf! of environment by devices which really meant that 
they ean·jed their es,,"ential original surrounding, with them, W.ith the CODling 
of warm-blooded ereat.ures, mammals and birds, suitable temperature 'Nas main-
tained throughout with eonsequeni. better control over the environment. Featlwrs 
01' a hairy ('overing eon served beat during ecold pel'iod8. Man's natural covering 
of hair is so poor, however, that it can "Frve him but little as a proteetion against 
cold. The utilisation of the skins of animals £01' PLU]JOSt'S of wctnnth was a 
discovery of mueh moment to him. 'Nevel'tht'lt'ss as a nomad such an added burden 
of weight might at tim.es be a handieap. The making of hl'l:akwinds and shelter's 
doubtless preceded t.he making of g:arments. Finally eame the discovpry of .lh'e 
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as a means of wal'mth and latel' for cookiIW:. Shdters, clothing' and fire enabled 
primitive man to extend hiR range to colder regi()ns·~by means of these device.~ 
the environment was controJIed so as not to be injurious to him. How did til" 
Tasmanian and Am,tralian natives faJ'e in this regard'! No clothing of any kind 
is worn by the natives-nwn, women and chjldl'en~-in Central Australia. In the' 
mol'(' southern parts and in Tasmania, the skins of animals were sometimes used, 
but the amount of warmth thus obtained cannot have been great, and in the ease 
of the Tasmanian women it is considered thai' the skins were chiefly llsed to 
support the infants. Fire has been the chief means for mitigating the effectO'. of 
cold. The native of Australia invariably carries a fil'estick with him, which 
in coldweathel' gives a little warmth, waved in front of his body and with which 
he may frequently set fire to tussocks of porcupine grass and bushes and warm 
himself at the blaze. At night h(~ sleeps behind a bl'eakwind with a !ittlefirp 
on each side of him and often anothel' at his feeL Sir Stanton Hicks and \IV. ,J. 
O'Connor (l!JaS) have carried out a number of investigations on the heat regu-
lation of the Australian natives under cold conditions. They find that, as " 
result of the use of these small fires, to which the native is able to lie very 
close, areas of high skin temperatures are to be found on the body of the sleeping 
native. They believe t.hat in this way a considerable amount of l'adiant heat is 
absorbed, which counter-balances to some extent the loss from those parts intensely 
cold. MOl'eovE,)' the aboriginal has an extremely active control over the bloorl 
circulation in his skin so that heat loss horn a cold part is minimized bya 
diminution of circulation thl'Ough that part. In contrast with the clothed Em'opean, 
whose llletabolism is increased when he is eold, so that more fuel is used to 
warm him, the native does not show any such increase. \Vhel'e food supplies 
may be precarious, this conservation is an interestingfineling, there being no 
needless waste of food income merely for the purposes of warmth. Thus the 
chief means adopted for maintaining the body warmth during ('old weather and 
«specially at night consist of hl'eakwinds, small fh'es yielding' considerable radiant 
energy, and such a local control over the blood circulating in thp skin that those 
parts exposed t.o the eold lose as little heat as possible through a diminished 
circulation through them. 
Tfm EFFECTS OF HIS EXTERNAL ENVl!WNMENT ON MAN 
Teeth 
A !>.s(,III'C of Caries. The infrequency ()f' canes of the teeth ill Tasmanian 
(Wullderly, l!};l!J, p. 881) and Australian (CampbeJl, H);:;n) natives is well known 
and at once obvious on examining any collection of skulls. Campbell has Jully 
dealt with the Aust.ralian aspeet. Decakifieatioll of the enamel apparently can 
onl.v be achieved by the action of acid. A sticky. j'el'mentable carbohydrate g'Iued 
on to the teeth may there undergo an acid Im'll1entatiol1 and the coneentration 
of acid may be suniciently great to lead to decalcification; in this way decay 
ongmates. Living' und('l' natural Australian and Tasmanian conditions glutinous 
food .. stuffs are neglig'ible in amount, and even where grains al''' ground the 
re:mlting {-lOtH' is so com'se that the food cloes not tend to become adherent around 
the teeth. The fibrous, stringy and tough nature of much of the food also exercises 
a detergent etfect, reducing again the risk of caries. 
Attl·itioJl, or grinding down of the teeth, is a str'iking ff'ature in Australiall 
and Tasmanian skulls. S()metim(~s by middle life the teeth are so ground down 
as to be on the level with the gums, the pulp chamber having been obliterated 
lJy th", formation of s",condary dentine as th", attrition proceeded. This grinding 
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away of th(, teeth i;; attyibutabJe to the inc.orpol'ution of much sand and gl'iL in 
food-stuffs consumed in the open and to the sepaI'atiol1 of small stone pal"ticles 
in grinding grain in the hand mills. In addition much masticatol'Y effort j~ 
required in dealing with foods which are often tough and fibrous, F. St, ,T, Stead-
man (1 ~);~7), in a recent lOxamination of 52 Tasmanian skulls in colleetiolls ill 
England, states that a vel'Y st.riking feature was the marked and almost universal 
attrition. Dr. W, Crowther has kindly supplied me with notes on th,' degree of 
attrition ill Tasmanian skulls in his own possession and in th", Tasmanian Museul1l. 
He finds that this condition is frequent, j~h(mg'h tlw ckgTee, pel'YlapS, i.s not so gY'eat 
"s in some Australian skulls, 
Intoxicai ing- Beverages and Narcotics 
These might [w considerecl lmdel' the caption of food, hut they seem more 
appropriatl' when considel'ing the effects of his external environment on man. The 
Tasmanian natives obtained a fennented (ll'ink from the saccharinC' sap which 
exudes at certain seasons from the Ribbony or Cider gum, Holes were groUl1<l 
into the trunk, and the juice that flowed fro"" the apertures was collected in 
a hole at the foot of the tree and allowed to ferment, 
On the mainland of Australia, two Solanaceous genera of' plants, N icotia.)w 
and DuiJui8iu., include species 'Nith narcotic properties, used by the natives, Neither 
genus occurs in Tasmania, and in fact there are there only two species altogethel' 
of this family, namely Sulanu.m (t-viculu/'e andSolml'llln 'IIigru-rn, The Tasmanian 
aborigines had therefore no chance of using narcotics, though this Society has an 
interesting association with the famous pituri 01' pitcherry of Australia, Morris 
(l8~)8) gives the earliest reference to the employment of the word pitcherry as 
being in the P]'()ceedings of this Society for April, 1868, p, 1, when W. Johnston 
presented nardoo 'seed' and pitchel'ry. The wording is ." Pitchery ", a narcotie 
plant brought by King, the explorer, from the interior of Australia, where it 
is used by the natives to produce intoxication . " In appearance it resembled the 
"tern and leaves of a small plant partly rubbed into a coarse powder . " On 
one occasion, [VIr. King swallowed a small pinch of the powder, and described its 
effects as being almost identical with those produced by a large quantity of 
spirits.' 
Morris was, however, not correct in his statement that the first printed use 
of' the word' pitcherry , was in these Proceedings as Vvills in his diary, dated May 
7, 1861, referred to 'hedgery or pedgery' (other spellings for pitcherry) and this 
fliary was published in 18Gl and again in 1862 and 186;!. Pitu]'i (this :seety,s to 
be the most appI'opriate spelling) eOl1sists of the twigs and ch'jed leaves of 
Duboisia H op1Voodi-i gathered somewhere in~ the neighbourhood of the upper parts 
of the Mulligan River near the South-west eornel' of Queensland, It was traded 
extensively to the natives along the Diamantina and thence even down to the 
Flinders Ranges and eastwards along the Cooper (Johnston and Cleland, 198:1-:34). 
Coming from afar by barter to these :.;outhel'll tribes, it had a i2;lamour about 
it which helped doubtless to mask its origin, Bushes of Duboisia grow at Bellamy'~ 
vVell, about 70 miles west of Lake Torrens, and yet this nearer sourcE' for the 
leaves and twigs was not realised by the natives of the distrid 01' those of tlw 
Flinders Ranges, Moreover the plant grows abundantly in the sandhill country 
of Central A m;tl'alia, where it is used for stupefying (~mus by placing small quan-
tities in the rockholes where they come to drink, In these parts it is not used 
at all by man 01' at most only occasionally when another narcotic supply, the 
leaves of several species of true tobacco (Nicotia'JIa spp.), are running short or 
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not available. This latter source is of unusual interest. vVith the possible exception 
of New Guinea, America and Australia are the only parts of the world where 
species of N'icohana are indigenous. III both l'egicl1ls, the native inhabiUmts have 
discovered their nanotic effeets and prize them highly in consequence. Piftroen 
species have already been described from Australia (Wheeler, ~UJ~su). Of theSE' 
we have personally observed the use of four (Nicohanu C;t'ceisior, N. Clossei, N. 
iuyulba, and N. Bcn~th(ijJl,iClna), whilst other species, often similar in general 
appearance, are discarded. Their employment: for chewing extend" at least from 
the Musgl'lweRang'es (south of 26° Lat.) in the N.W. of South Australia to ihe 
whole extent of the MacDonnell Ranges and as far llol'th as the Gl'anites in the 
extreme west of the N ol'thel'n TeI'l'itol'Y neUl' the parallel of' 20'G 0 Lat. The 
leaves, fn;sh or dried, al'e chewed into a bolus whieh is parked when not in use 
behind the ear where it is readily available for personal use or that of a Jl'iend. 
From time to time it is Tubbed in the fine wood ashes obtained by burning smaH 
twigs of several speeies of Acacia, especially A. ligu/at((., the alkaline ash aecen-
tuating the liberation oJ the alkaloid nicotine. Chewing is the only method the 
natives employ in using it though European tobacco may be smoked in a pille or 
eigarette 01' chewed. The pre-European Ameriean Indians apparently slYlOked 
their tobacco in pipes 01' as cigars, inhaled it as snuff and chewed it as well. There 
ean be no doubt that the use of indigenous species of Nicotia.JIO by the Australian 
natives antedated any European influence. 
CHANGES VVROUGHT IN TrIF; ENVIRONMENT THROUGH THE AGENCY 
OF MAN 
Destmctive Wood-Infesting Grubs Eaten by Natives 
Civilized man has made remarkable and, in sorne cases, lamentable, changes 
in his environment. ~What changes in their environment ean We' attribute to the 
natives of Tasmania and Australia? 
For the purposes of this diseussioll we can consielel' them together, and our 
analysis will show that these food-g'athCl'ers exercised extraordinarily little penna-
nent effect on their sUIToundings. There was no tilling of the soil and consequently 
no dearing of the original vegetation of the' lanel. With the exception of the dingo 
kept by the Australian native, there were no domesticated animals at all, and so 
no flocks and herds to play their part ill altering the country-side. The nomadic 
character of the Australian aborigine did not lend itself to the serious depletion 
of the vegetable and animal foods on whieh these people depended, so that a 
balanced pORition was attained. We have no l'eaSOlJ to think that any species of 
animal 01' plant disappeared as a result of its use as food by the natives. 
They did, however, exercise some control by extracting the large white 
\vitchetty 01' barcji grubs of certain beetles and moths found in the stems and roots 
of a numbel' of native trees and shrubs. Since the introduction of the rabbit 
the Australian native has been playing quite an important role in its control. 
Effects of Fire 
Both the Tasmanian and the A.ustralian natives were able to make 
fire and habitually used it. The Australian and Tasmanian vegetation is 
rernarkably resistant to expOSLlre tofil'e. Many shrubs and tref'S sprout again, 
!lnd the effect of these fires is to produce a vet'y considerable seed-hed. Is there 
any evidence that this recovery from fire is result of the evolution of fire-
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resistant types of plants? Infonnation supplied to me by the Conservator of 
Forests in South Australia, Mr. G. J. Rodger, shows that forest fires from lightning: 
may occur not infrequently. Before the coming of man, howeve1', such fires, 
occuITing only after long intervals, probably exercised little influence on the 
vegetation. When man came, however, accompanied in his wanderings by fire, 
which he either cal'l'ied with him 01' made by the' sawing method' or the' twiding 
method' as occasion demanded, accidental fires were probably frequent, though 
a recent writer in ' Nature' doubts whether this was the case. It is quite possible 
that the frequent OCCUl'l'ence of fires has led to the disappearance of some species 
of plants, perhaps numerically few, which were unusually susceptible to it. We 
have, of course, no means of ascertaining how many kinds of plants have dis-
appeared in this way. Any alteration in the appearance of the vegetation from 
this cause is as nothing compared with the effects of clearing the land and 
grazing pl'oduced by Europeans. In Tasmania, however, James B. Walker (1914) 
describes open plains formerly known as favourite resorts of the blacks which 
subsequently became overgrown with forest during the discontinuance of their 
annual burnings. Dr. D. A. Herbert (1938) suggests that certain grassy areas 
interspersed with rain forest in the Bunya Mountains in Queensland were the 
result of fires produced by the blacks. Taking them altogether it will be seen 
that the changes wrought in the environment through the agency of primitive man 
in Australia and Tasmania are almost negligible 
THE EFFECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT MAN BROUGHT ~WITH HIM TO 
AUSTRALIA 
Parasites and Disease 
In considering the ecology of man, one must not overlook that intimate environ-
ment that he himself carries with him, an environment in )Which 
parasitic and saprophytic organisms may flourish and the formel' 
be responsible for disease. The parasitic organisms themselves may possess a 
relatively simple life-history associated almost entirely with man, as in the case 
of head-lice and such viruses 'as those of poliomyelitis and epidemic influenza; or 
the life cycle may be a complicated one, involving intermediate hosts, which in 
their turn may be dependent on specialized conditions as in malaria and yellow 
fever, sleeping sickness and hydatid disease. It is unnecessary to dwell on the 
toll on human life that some of these diseases may take. What part have such 
organisms played in the lives of the Australian and Tasmanian natives in the 
pl'e-E Ul'opean era? 
Early vocabularies, both Australian (Brough Smyth, 1878) and Tasmanian 
(Ling Roth, 1890), g'ive native words for the louse, presumably the head louse of 
man. These early references indicate that thesr~ creatures accompanied both 
races when they reached Australia. We can say definitely that the Australian 
native was not the host for any helminth (worm) parasites before contact with 
Europeans. Both the Australian and Tasmanian natives readily acquired European 
infective diseases when exposed to them, and many died in consequence. The 
scattered nature of the population and the infrequent intercourse between tribes 
led, howevel', to the almost complete absence of epidemic and infectious diseases 
among'st the original inhabitants; whatever they may have brought with them, 
with one or two possible exceptions, died out in consequence of these difficulties. 
11} £COLO(;'Y ABORlGI",AL lNHABlTA.';[TS 
:fit is doubtful \vhethel' they snfre£ed lr0111 infectious colds, and they cPl'tainly clid 
not suffer hom tubej'culosis, mC'as](,s 8m.! other similar diseases before the coming' 
the white man. 
Nevertheless they did suifer fro111 two important diseas(Ss. In 1789, a little 
HlOJ'e than a year aftu' the FirsT F'Jeet reached Port Jackson, natives were found 
dyjng "in considerable nurflb{)l'~ rock 8heltt'l's and other situations l'()und the 
Harbour fronl an eruptive disease whith was consi(jrH'ed to be smallpox. Brough 
Smyth (l 11'78), ill a state.ment whic:h, perhaps, little credence can rw attadwd, 
says that it ie' eonjectul'ed prior to the colonization of Tasmania a largo 
number of pPl'sons had been cayrier! off by smallpox. Smallpox amongst t.lv? 
Australian nativps swept. AustralIa in three waves of which there are 
I'l'cOl'ds (Cleland, 1(28). Apparently it had heen introduced on eaeh occasion 
along the northel'n coastline, probably by Malay [['epang fishel'c. 
The other disease is yaws, which 111'. r:. Hackett (19:31;) has shown to be 
widely sprnarl in Central and NOl'thern Allshalia and probably occurred throughouL 
it. It is possible, though not probable, that certain references to skin conditions 
in the Tasmanians may have been to yaws. The infection of yaws is spread by 
accidental contact, direct 01' indirect, from open sores in which the spirochaetes 
may be abundant, The native is unclot.hed, so that all sores are exposed freely 
to the ail', and anyone who has paid a visit to lhe warmer parts of Australia in 
summertime knows how abundant flies are and how they cluster round the eyes 
and mouth and !especially round any sore with a moist sudaee. Quite obviously 
flies are a ready means of transmitting the infection from one ease to another" 
and flies consequently have played quitp an important role in the ecology of tbe 
Australian native. and pORsibly also in the Tasmanian. 
Captain DampiE'l' (1 ()!J7. 2(2), writing of the natives of the North-west of 
Aus.tralia, described them as beiJlg' the 'l11.iserablest people in tbe world. The 
Hodmadods of Monomatapa, thol1,!;b it nasty people, yet for wealth are gentlemen 
to these,' In d"serilling their appearance he g'oes on to say that' theil' eyelid~; are 
iiI ways half-closed, to keep the flies out of their eyes, they being so troublesome 
here that no fanning will keep them from coming to one's face; and without the 
assistance of both hands to keep them off, they will creep into one's nostt'ils, and 
mouth too, if the lips an~ not. shut very dose. So that frml'l their infancy, being' 
thus annoyed with tlwse insecb, they do l1Pver open their eyes as other people, 
and therefo),e they cannot see far, unless they hold up their heads, as if they were 
looking at somewhat over them.' 
This graphic description by Dampier is as true to-day in Centnd Australia 
as it was in his day. The fly eOl1cerned is a native ny, 1I1uscn uctustisl<inw,. "\i,, 
<l,ll know how persistent it is whell we go for a \valk through the bush in summer-
time, the file" being so troublesome that no fanning will keep them from coming to 
one's face. They take every opport.unity of abstracting moisture and nutriment 
from the h;al's in the corDer" of the eyes and the saliva round the mouth, and the 
blood from any recent scratch. One can readily see, therefore, that the infection 
of ' ed{intja ' the native nafl1P for yaw" can be spread by these persistent. creatureI' 
from an infected sore in one ehUd to a scratch on another. 
This species of fly is indigenoL1s to Aus,tndia, and strange to say has not yet 
acquired the habit of entering into OUl' houses, although they may enter more or 
less open tents. The flies that occur indoors are introduced species, more par-
ticuJal'iy 111 usca (/ornestic(I, As a result of these differences in habits, the bu~h 
jJy plays little part in the spread of lJ'phoid fever in Australian communities. 
'\vhereaR the domestic fly is undoubtedly frequently responsibl('. 
J. B. CLELAND 
Sl'~IMARY AND CONCLUSION 
In this Ill'i"f SUj've,' ~ome aspects only of tlw eco]og'y of [Jl'imitiv,· mall in 
Tasmania and A ustndia have been' cOl1sirlered,I\ 0 l'eferenee has befell made to his 
lmplcl1wnts, handicnlfis and al'\.. 01' to the sources a,nd natm'c of the l1lut01'ials 
Llsed [OJ' these pnl'[loses; nOlle to the. Austl'alian native's intcl']H'c'tation of nawral 
objects as l'epl'es('nting the doing's of ancestral beings; none \.0 the skill in tracking 
and hunting' game OJ' to the habits as they atl'ecl the hunL<'I' of the nuimals, so 
hunt.ed; none to many other ,sides of ilw cornplicatedl'elationships that exist 
between man and his natund sUlToundings. I !wvp merely t.aken some aspects 
that have aplwalcd to me pmtieulal'ly as a nat.Ul'alist and many of which I 
think would have appeakd to Clive Lord also. I have t1'i,,([ to show that Uw. 
{'ountry to which these peoples eame was neiihel' lit.c}'ally nor metaphorically fiowing 
with milk and honey.N' evel'theless they overcame with rcm,uka hh' success the 
difficulties that presented themselves and obtained food and water often fnHu 
unusual sources ane! in unexpected ways. I have shown that thl'ough the absence 
of suitable planb to eultivate and animals tu domesticate they could not control 
theil' environment by ,e;rowing food-stuffs or keeping tlocks and herds and so 
l'emained OJ' bec.anlC' food-gathel'el's only. Though often destitute of eovel'ings allli 
so g'oing naked by day and night, their skilful use of little fire'S and physiological 
ehanges that sophistieated man has lost have enabled them to c.ontl'ol the deleterious 
factol' of cold. One imp01'tant effed of the envil'Onment has been the grinding 
down of the teeth thnJUgh the frequent ineol'poration of sand and grit in the diet 
and the Ilhl'OllS nature of much of the food; the use of native tobacco and pitul'i as 
narcoties has also been l11entione(1. Firc has been the only means by whic.h they 
have altel'ecl thi!' environment and that probably only to a trifling extent. Epidemie 
diseases 1'01' rcas(ms "tated were almost non-existent. 
In conclusion, may I say that the A nstl'alian native is a very likeable being, 
as doubtless was the Tasmanian. The latter has passed away as a pure rate 
and the former, I 1'8Rl'et to say, seems to be passing away too. Civilization seems 
to have been fatal to each; with detrihalization, the intel'est in life ceases, Removed 
from their own countl'Y with its ancestral associations they languish and die. 
Grave wrongs have been done to many. But even kindness and fost(~rinR C,1]'e and 
patient endeavour have ]1l'ov(·d unable to stem the tide of decay. Thl'ough all th"" 
aRes have deseended. the bloods of these two anccient 1'aces of' man. of man who if> 
thp aeme of evolution. In the clash of worldly intel'ests, r see little hope for the con-
tinued existence of the pure-blood Australian native beyond a few SCOl'es of yeal's. 
But of both races there are deseendants of mixed blood, The aboriginal element i), 
them, 1 am cOllvinced, is by no means an undc,sirable one. The same l'nay he 
said of the Eut'op~an side, when it eame from sturdy pioneel'ing stock. The task 
before liS now, in Tasmania and in Australia, is not. to keep tbese folk segn;gated, 
but to fit them fOl' taking' their place in our sodal organization. There call be 
no other solution. Gradually absorption will occur, and thus the blood of the aneient 
Tasmanian and Am;tralian raees will, 1 trust, live on in the vl'ins of some at least 
of our suceessOl'S in this Island and in this Commonwealth, ~m(l not to their dis-
ndVHJ1tag'<.:; 
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Ji~H'. J..---.J..ooking f()t ~1 hee,'~' npst. Men and buy~ searching' the grollnd for small nark pai'Lic1e,,> 
J Dun. dhlmetc:,l', carried av·:ay tl'mTI Lhe 1\est ny the hees, fr found. they indieale That a 
beetS' ne::;i. is neal'. Nlacdonald Down", Central Australia_ (Phot-o by PrOfe~R')r T, 
Hal'vey .Johnston.) 
FIr;, ~. -- \Voman deh!!;-;king' ~train by movementH- of t.hp feet in .a hole in the :2:l'ound. She is :pal'tly 
supportin;::: herself' a~:!"a:inf-;t a mulga steul. IVlaedonald Do,v1]s, Central Austraiia. (Photo 
by Professor Viilkinson,) 
FIn. ..•. --Adornnwnt of the Per::\on. Young WOlll:-tn \vith thE' tips of "tl'ands of hair forc'ed into the 
ot'i/lc('s of . g'um nuts' (' Eu~alyptu~ caT)sules). \Val'hllTton Ran.u:es, VY. Australia. (Photo 
by O. Sloekcl'.) 
F'1i;. ·Adornment (if the P(~l'son. Young man \vith hai!:' arranged in a chign0J1 and ehelojd 
body sear:;. Another with 11 bone pLaeeft throug-h a hole in the nasaJ septurn. 1'v:H. Liebig, 
C>::"Ht1'al Au~tralia. (Photo by Pl"ot't'ssor 'r. Harvey .Johnston.} 

